Online Nonlinear AUC Maximization for Imbalanced Data Sets.
Classifying binary imbalanced streaming data is a significant task in both machine learning and data mining. Previously, online area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) maximization has been proposed to seek a linear classifier. However, it is not well suited for handling nonlinearity and heterogeneity of the data. In this paper, we propose the kernelized online imbalanced learning (KOIL) algorithm, which produces a nonlinear classifier for the data by maximizing the AUC score while minimizing a functional regularizer. We address four major challenges that arise from our approach. First, to control the number of support vectors without sacrificing the model performance, we introduce two buffers with fixed budgets to capture the global information on the decision boundary by storing the corresponding learned support vectors. Second, to restrict the fluctuation of the learned decision function and achieve smooth updating, we confine the influence on a new support vector to its -nearest opposite support vectors. Third, to avoid information loss, we propose an effective compensation scheme after the replacement is conducted when either buffer is full. With such a compensation scheme, the performance of the learned model is comparable to the one learned with infinite budgets. Fourth, to determine good kernels for data similarity representation, we exploit the multiple kernel learning framework to automatically learn a set of kernels. Extensive experiments on both synthetic and real-world benchmark data sets demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed approach.